Rubric

Quality of
PowerPoint

F

D/C

B
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-PowerPoint contains
grammar/mechanical errors
OR some slides do not have
required elements OR slides
have too much information,

-PowerPoint is clean and
well put together. May
contain some minor
grammar/mechanical errors.

-PowerPoint is full of
grammatical/mechanical
mistakes OR slides do not
have required elements.
-Visuals are unrelated to
categories.

-Some visuals are unrelated
to categories.

-Visuals have a clear
relationship to categories.

Works Cited Page

012345
-Presentation is significantly
under OR over ten minutes

-Presentation is slightly
under OR over ten minutes

-Presentation is exclusively
OR mostly read to the class.

-Enough references to note
card are made during the
presentation that it is
noticeable

-Presentation is hard to hear
or understand because of lots
of mispronunciations of
names, etc.

-Presentation is hard to hear
or understand at times
because of lots of
mispronunciations of
names, etc.

-Presentation is filled with
words or space fillers such as
“like,” “and umm..,” etc.

- Fillers such as “like,” “and
umm..,” etc. are present but
not a distraction

012345

67

-does not have a Works Cited
page or Works Cited page is
far from MLA style
-sources do not meet the
requirements or contains
sources such as wikipedia or
other unreliable sources

Categories/Content

6 7

012345

-Works Cited page has
some errors but
demonstrates awareness of
MLA style

-PowerPoint is clean
and well put together.
The presentation helps
to explain each story
without any additional
text on any slide.
-Visuals are clever,
original, AND/OR
unique.

-Does not have a PowerPoint

Quality of
Presentation

A – Must
Have a Wow
Factor
9 10

8

9 10
-Presentation is ten
minutes (give or take)

-No noticeable use of note
card during presentation

-Presentation is
memorized.

-Presentation is easy to hear
AND understand.

-Presentation is easy to
hear AND understand,
but is also enjoyable.

8

9 10

-Works Cited page has few
errors

-Works Cited page is
perfect
- has the required
number and types of
sources

67

8

9 10

-Presentation covers only a
few of the assigned categories

-Presentation covers most
of the assigned categories
but is missing a significant
story or issue

-Presentation covers all of
the assigned topics – there
are not glaring omissions.

-Stories cover all
assigned categories
AND are interesting

-Stories are not relevant to the
assigned categories

-Some stories are not
relevant to the assigned
categories

-All stories are relevant to
the assigned category.

-All stories are relevant
to the assigned
category.

-Stories are not current (from
the past week)

-A few stories may not be
current.

-All stories are current

-All stories are current

-explanation of stories has
major factual errors or
omissions

-explanation of stories has
some factual errors or
omissions

-explanation of stories has
some minor factual errors
or omissions OR some
stories don’t have enough
detail.

-explanation of stories
has no factual errors or
omissions

